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The British army on the march.

Photographing:

Sherburne’s Regiment in firing line.

War Of Independence

La Legion De Lauzun Hussars.

Scenes from Bill Gaskin’s American Revolution collection
Figures painted by Bill Gaskin and Dave Jarvis

You might not think it to look at the next few pages of photos, but the American War of Independence
isn’t Bill Gaskin’s main period. Bill’s Napoleonic collection is his largest, and perhaps his more
well known, as it has featured in games at several shows around the UK for many years and in
Wargames Illustrated several times.

Wargaming for Bill is all about collecting, converting and painting. His enjoyment in our many-faceted
hobby comes from creating tabletop scenes with his figures by taking a hobby saw or knife to the
original figures and working them into new poses.
We visited Bill’s home recently and spent the day ‘touring’ and photographing the various AWI
scenes he had laid out for us on this massive table. So sit back and enjoy the next few pages of a
unique collection of figures.

1st Continental Light Dragoons protect the American army’s flank.

American militia lie in wait.
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The 17th Light Dragoons leaving Lacey’s Mill.

American artillerymen prepare their pieces.

Get those supplies loaded!

Surprise at Lacey’s Mill.

An Indian canoe party paddle
downstream. Indians by Redoubt.

The 17th
Light Dragoons
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This British light cavalry unit is an
excellent example of Bill’s passion
for converting his miniatures to create
models unique to his army.
Apart from the command models to the
right, the bulk of this characterful unit
(seen below) are all converted from
a base of a Connisseur Dragoon. The
seven painted models shown display
the variety of figures you can create
with simple head and weapon swaps as
well as some quite detailed cutting and
resculpting (note the wounded rider).

These miniatures are from Conquest and Foundry, along with Bill’s ubiquitous conversions.

17th Light Dragoons skirmishing.

Trading with the Indians.
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Lauzun with Trumpette alallemande.

Sherburne’s men engage in a
fierce firefight with the men of
the 33rd Regiment of Foote.

Saintonge Regiment [ambushed] and volunteers De Saint-Domingue.

Off in the distance you can catch a glimpse of a lovely
Spanish town, part of Bill’s Peninsular War set-up.
Keep an eye out for a future feature on this setting.

With a collection like Bill Gaskin’s, there is always
more to shoot! Additional photos from this session are now
available for viewing online at: www.wargamesillustrated.com

Bill Gaskin stands in front of the cabinets which house his large collection of
figures, 90% of which have been converted from their original form in some way.

